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Synopsis
For Q e L2(0, 1) we investigate the set r e U2 of pairs {a, /S) for which the problem
\ u'{x)v'(x)dx- \ (u(x)v(x))'Q(x)dx= [ (au(x)+- Pu(x)-)v(x) dx
Jo Jo Jo
Vu e Hl(0, 1) has a nontrivial solution u e Hl(0, 1) which has exactly one zero in (0,1) and is positive
near x = 0. We show that T is stable in a certain sense under small perturbations of Q. The
dependence of T upon Q is illustrated by an example.
1. Introduction
In recent years many authors have studied nonlinear problems of the type
Tu=f(u) + h, (1)
where 7:/)(r)cZ;2(Q)-»L2(Q) is a self-adjoint operator with compact resol-
vent in L2(Q), Q an open domain of IR^ and/: U —» U a continuous function such
that the following limits exist:
=ar and
s—» + °° S s—• — oo S
The set of all h e L2(Q) such that (1) has solution depends upon the values of a
and j3.
Among the numerous results obtained for this question we recall that of T.
Gallouet and O. Kavian [1,2] and B. Ruf [3]. Let o = {A,: A, < A,+1Vz" e N} be the
spectrum of T. Suppose that Xk is a simple eigenvalue with k ^ 2 and let tyk be an
eigenfunction corresponding to Xk such that Jn xpl = 1. Then for (a, /3) e
(Afc_!, Xk+i) x (AA:_1, kk+i) — Sk there exists a unique pair («, C) e D(T) x U such
that
p Cpk)
In u\pk = 1, J
where s+ = max {5, 0} and s~ = max {—5, 0}. The function C: 5fc—>• H$ so defined
is continuous and strictly decreasing with respect to each of the variables a and /3.
In particular T = {(a, /3) e Sk: C(a, /S) = 0} is a continuous curve passing through
(A*, A*) and it is the graph of a strictly decreasing function t](a). The curve T
splits S* into two connected components. For (a, (i)eSk the following holds. If
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C(a, 0)C(p, a) > 0, then for all h e L2(Q) (1) has a solution. If
C(a, P)C(P, a) < 0, there exists h e L2(Q) such that (1) has no solution.
In [4] C. A. Stuart has shown that if Q c UN is bounded with smooth
boundary, T = - A and D(T) = W2'P(Q) n Whp(£l) for some p > Nil, then C is
a C^function on Sk. He gives formulae for dC/da, 3C/3/3 and rj'(a).
Note that the normalisation in (2) enables us to distinguish the two symmetric
curves C(a, /3) = 0 and C(/3, a) = 0. In fact if u is a solution of (2) with C = 0,
then v = —u solves 7Y> = /Ji>+ — av~ and JQ vV>* = —1.
The result of [1,2] and [3] motivates a more precise study of F. In this paper
we consider the following problem: given Q e L2(0, 1), describe the set of pairs
(a, P) such that
f u'{x)v'{x)dx-\ (u(x)v(x))'Q(x)dx=f (au(x)+-pu(x)-)v(x)dx (3)
Jo Jo Jo
for all v e Hl(0, 1) has a nontrivial solution u e //o(0, 1) which has exactly one
zero in (0,1).
If Q e C\[0, 1]), then (3) reduces to
-u"(x) + q(x)u(x) = au(x)+ - j8«(x)
w(0) = w(l) = 0,
where ^(JC) = Q'(x) for all x e [0, 1]. As we shall see, the solution of (3) can be
normalised as in (2) so that we are concerned with a problem of type (2) with
C = 0 and k = 2. The unique zero z e (0, 1) of the solution of (3) splits the
equation (3) into two linear problems
f u'(x)v'(x) dx-\ (u(x)v(x))'Q(x) dx = a\ u{x)v{x) dx VveHMp, z) (5)
Jo Jo Jo
f u'(x)v'(x) dx - I (u(x)v(x))'Q(x)dx = p f u(x)v(x) dx VveH&z, 1). (6)
Jz 'z 'z
These are studied in the next section. The first eigenvalues of (5) and (6), the
only ones we are interested in, are shown to be stable under small perturbations
of z and Q. In Section 3 T is constructed using z as parameter. It is proved that T
is stable in a certain sense under small perturbations of Q. In Section 4 an
example illustrates the effect of Q on T. In particular T is of class C2 in this
example and it shows that the sign of r\"{a) may change. In virtue of the
perturbation result of Section 3 T can be approximately reproduced by the
classical boundary value problem (4).
2. The linear equation
Let Hi = Hl(0, 1) denote the usual space of real valued functions which have a
generalised derivative in L2 = L2(0, 1) and which vanish at x = 0 and x = l. Then
Hi is a Hilbert space with respect to the scalar product (u, v) = $lu'(x)v'(x) dx
and the norm of an element ueHl is ||«||lj2 = V(w, v). Recall that H\a
Co([0, 1]) is a continuous embedding and 11 u \ | „ = max | u (x) \ ^ 11 u 111 2 Vw e //£. As
[0l]
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usual the formula (Lu, v) = {u,v) defines an isomorphism L from H\ into its
dual H~x and ||L|| = 1. Since there is an embedding /://£—» if"1, defined by
(Ju, v) = $lu(x)v(x) dx \/u,v eHo, we can write an element u of Hi and the
element Ju of H~l with the same symbol.
For Q e L2 define the generalised multiplication M{Q): Hl^> H~l by
(M(Q)u, v)= - jl (u(x)v(x))'Q(x) dx Vu,v e Hi Then M(Q) is symmetric and
bounded. In fact boundedness follows from
|<Af(G)«,u>|=2 f u(x)u'(x)Q(x)dx
Jo
For QeL2 set T(Q) = L + M(Q).
LEMMA 2.1 (Garding's inequality). For QeL2 given, there exists Xf)eU such
that
Proof. Let QeL2 be given. For u e HlQ recall that | | M | £ ^ | |M| | 2 ||u||1>2 and
then \{M(Q)u, w)| ^ 2 ||w||2 ||u||f,2 ||<2||2. An application of Young's inequality
implies that | |M| | 2 ||u||f
 <2^W \\u\\2z + la~x | | u | | ? , 2 V*>0 and consequently
(T(Q)u, u)-X{u, u) i? {Lu, u) - \(M(Q)u, u)\-k(u, u)
^ (1 - la'1 HGIU) I|M||?.2 - (W HGII2 + A)(u, u).
Setting or = 3 || Q ||2, Ao = - f || (2II2, the lemma is proved. •
To state some properties of T(Q) we prove the following.
PROPOSITION 2.2. (a) The spectrum of T(Q) consists of an increasing sequence
of eigenvalues which tends to infinity.
(b) The eigenvalues of T(Q) are simple.
Proof, (a) Let Ao e U be as in Lemma 2.1, fix A < Ao and define the symmetric
bilinear form a: Hi x Hi-* U by a{u,v) = {T(Q)u,v)-X{u,v). Since
\\\u\\\2^a{u,u)-^\\T{Q)-Xl\\ ||«||i,2, «( . , . ) is a scalar product on Hi and
defines an equivalent norm of || • ||1;2. In order to verify that T(Q) — XI: Hl—^H'1
is bijective let cj> e H~l be given. By the Representation Theorem of Riesz-
Frechet there exists a unique u eHi such that {<p,v)= a(u, v) = (T(Q)u, v) —
X(u, v) for all v e Hi Hence the resolvent (T(Q) - A/)"1: Z/"1-*/ /"1 exists and
is compact by the compact embedding HlcH~l. Thus the spectrum of T{Q)
consists of an increasing sequence of eigenvalues which tends to infinity.
(b) Let a be an eigenvalue of T(Q) and let u e Hi be a corresponding
eigenfunction. One has
f u'(x)v'{x) dx- I (u(x)v(x))'Q(x) dx = a\ u{x)v(x) dx Vu e Hi (7)
Jo Jo Jo
Integration by parts implies that
f v'(x)\u'(x)-u(x)Q(x)+ f(u'(Jo L Jo
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Hence there exists a constant c such that
u'(x) = u(x)Q(x) - (u'(t)Q(t) + au{t)) dt + c almost everywhere on (0,1).
J
° (8)
Let Ui, u2 be two solutions of (7) and cu c2 their respective constants. We set
w - c2ux - cxu2 and show that w = 0 on [0,1]. In fact w satisfies
w'(x) = w(x)Q(x)- (w'(t)Q(t) + aw(t))dt almost everywhere on (0,1).
Jo
Multiply this equation by w'{x) and integrate it over (0,e), 0 < £ < 1, then
\ w'\x)dx= I w(x)w'(x)Q(x)dx- [ w'(x) \ (w'(t)Q(t) + aw{t))dtdx.
Jo Jo Jo Jo
Note that \w(x)\ S Jo|w'(0l * = Ve Ilw'lk^o.o almost everywhere on (0, e) and
estimate the terms on the right hand side:
f w(x)w'(x)Q(x)dx
\ w'{t)Q{t)dtdx
o
If w'(x)\ aw(t)dtdx
I Jo Jo
Finally one obtains ||w'||^(o,e)^ Ve(2 HGH2 +1*1) I K H i ^ ) and for eo =
(4 IIQH2 + 2 |a-|)"2 we find that w' = 0 almost everywhere on (0, e0). Hence w = 0
on (0, e0). Repeating the same argument for the intervals (e0,2e0),
(2e0, 3e0), . . . we deduce that w = 0 on [0,1]. Thus ux and u2 are linearly
dependent and a is a simple eigenvalue. •
The next lemma concerns the stability of the first eigenvalue of T(Q), denoted
by <x(Q), under small perturbations of Q e L2.
LEMMA 2.3. Given P e L2 and e > 0 , there exists 6>0 such that, if Q e L2
satisfies \\P - Q||2 < 6, then \a(P) - a{Q)\ < e.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 there exists A e U such that \\u\\2h2^2(T(P)u, u)-
2k{u,u) for all ueHl, then by the minimal characterisation of the first
eigenvalue
a(Q)= min {T(Q)u,u)= min ((T(P)u, u) + (M(Q - P)u, u))
I l " l l 2 = l I l l l l
^ min
I l « l l 2 = l
^ min «r(P)«,M>+4||G-/'||2«7'(P)M,M>-A))
I l « l l 2 = l
= a(P) + 4||Q-P||2(a(P)-A).
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Similarly a(Q)^ a(P) - 4 \\Q - P\\2(a(P) - A) and setting 6 = e/4(a(P) - A)"1
the lemma is proved. •
For Q e L2 and / e (0, 1) consider the problem
f u'(x)v'(x) dx-\ (u(x)v(x))'Q(x) dx = a\ u(x)v(x) dx Vu e Ho(0, /). (9)Jo Jo Jo
Set y=x/l, u(y) = u(x), v(y) = v(x) and define Q,(y) = Q{x), then (9) is
equivalent to
f u'{y)v'{y) dy - \ (flOO0GO)'/G/GO dy = l2oc f u(y)v(y) dy V0 e Hi (10)
Jo Jo Jo
LEMMA 2.4. Let PeL2, m e (0, 1) and e>0 be given. There exist dud2>0
such that, if Q e L2 and I e (0, 1) satisfy \\P -Q\\2< Su respectively \m - l\ < d2,
then\\mPm-lQ,\\2<e.
Proof. Let PeL2, me (0, 1) and e > 0 be given. Since C([0, 1]) is densely
embedded in L2, for all ej > 0 there exists p e C([0, 1]) such that ||P -p\\2< et.
For Q e L2 and / e (0, 1), by the triangle inequality,
\\mPm-lQl\\2£m\\Pm-pm\\2 + m\\pm-pl\\2
+ m \\Pi-Pih + m ||fi-G;ll2+l'»-/| IIG/IU-
Note that m\\Pm-pm\\z^\fm~\\P-p\\2<el and ||/?m-p/||2<ei if \m-l\ is
sufficiently small. Treating the other terms similarly, for e1>0 sufficiently small,
there exist du 62>0 such that \\mPm-lQ,\\2<le whenever | | / > -Gl l2<5 1 and
\m-l\<62. O
THEOREM 2.5. Let a(l, Q) denote the first eigenvalue of (9); then A: (0, 1) x
L2^> U defined by A(l, Q) = a{l, Q) is continuous.
Theorem 2.5 is a direct consequence of formula (10), Lemma 2.3 and Lemma
2.4.
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that c e U is given, then the first eigenfunction u =
u(l, Q) e Hl(0, I) of (9) can be normalised such that
u'(x) = u(x)Q(x)- {u'{t)Q{t) + a(l,Q)u(t))dt + c almost everywhere on (0,1).
h
(11)
Furthermore U: (0, 1) x L2^ U defined by U(l, Q) = \\u(l, Q)\\2 is continuous.
Proof. Recall that a solution u e //0(0, /) of (9) satisfies (11) for some c e U. If
M=/=0, then, proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 2.2(b), we conclude that
c =£ 0. The linearity of the problem then implies that every constant c e U can be
achieved.
Setting y=x/l, u(y) = u(x) and Q,(y) = Q(x), (11) reduces to
+ l2a(l, Q)u(s)) ds + k almost everywhere on (0, 1). (12)
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Define the bounded linear functional LUQ: H},^> U by
+ l2a(l, Q)v(s))ds\dy.
Since the eigenspace of (9) is one-dimensional, the norm of the solution u(l, Q) is
uniquely determined by LhQ(u(l, Q)) + Ic = 0. Fix m e (0, 1) and P e L2, then by
standard perturbation theory there exists v(l, Q)e span {u(l, Q)} such that
\\v(l,Q)-u(m,P)\\li2^0 as | / - m | - > 0 , | |G-P | | 2 -»0 . One verifies that
u(l, Q) = -clv(l, Q)/L,rQ(v(l, Q)). By the continuity of LUQ with respect to / and
G we have \\u(l, G)lli,2-» II"O"> P)||i,2 as | / - / n | -»0 , | | G - P | | 2 ^ 0 . Passing to
the original coordinates the lemma is proved. •
3. The nonlinear equation
Let a(z, Q) and fi(z, Q) denote the first eigenvalues of (5) and (6) and let the
corresponding eigenfunctions ux e H1(0, z) and u2 e H0(z, 1) satisfy the
normalisations
u[(x) = u,(x)Q(x)-\X (u[(i)Q(t)
•>z
+ a(z, Q)ui(t)) dt + c almost everywhere on (0, z)
u2(x) = u2(x)Q(x)-j\u2(t)Q(t)
+ fi(z, Q)u2(t)) dt + c almost everywhere on (z, 1)
where c < 0 is a given number. Define
r«i(jt) for x e [0, z]
\u2(x) for x e (z, 1].
As in the proof of Proposition 2.2(b), there exists K > 0 such that ||«i||i2(z-e,2) =
VE K |K||i2(z_e>z) - cux(z - e). Thus u^z - e ) > 0 i f 0 < e < K~2 and it follows
that «! > 0 on (0, z). In the same way one verifies that « 2 <0on (z, 1). Since for
all v e Hi
£ v'(x)[u'{x) - u(x)Q(x) + JT (u'(t)Q(t) + a(z, Q)u(t)+ - {S(z, Q)u{t)~) dr] dx
Jo
then u is a solution of (3) and therefore a(z, Q) and /3(z, Q) are parameters for
(3) to have nontrivial solutions. By Theorem 2.5 the set T(Q) defined by
T(G) = {(a(z, Q), j8(z, G)) e R2: z e (0, 1)} is a continuous curve. Let A*(G),
k = 1, 2, . . . denote the eigenvalues of T(G) and let rpk(Q) be eigenfunctions of
T(Q) corresponding to A*(G) such that ||Vfc(G)ll2 = l and xp2(Q)(x)>0 for x
near 0.
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PROPOSITION 3.1. / / (a, /?) e T(Q), then (3) has an unique solution u e Hi such
that
 <«,V2(G)> = 1- (13)
Proof. Let z0 be the unique zero of ip2(Q), u e Hi a solution of (3) with
u(x) > 0 for x near 0 and let z e (0, 1) denote the unique zero of u. Suppose first
that zo<z<l, then by the inclusions #J(0, zo)ciHl(0, z), Hl(z, l )c / /J(z0 , 1)
and by the minimal characterisation of the first eigenvalue, a(z, Q) < X2(Q) <
P(z, Q). One has
h(Q){u, V2{Q)) = (u, T(Q)xp2(Q))
= (T(Q)u, y,2(Q)) = (a(z, Q)u+ - j8(z, Q)u~, «>2(Q))
= a(z, Q)(u, y2{Q)) + (a[z, Q) - fi(z, Q)){u~, xp2{Q)).
Hence
The case 0 < z < z0 is handled in the same manner and the case z = z0 is trivial.
Thus (u, rp2(Q)) >0 whenever u(x)>0 for x near 0 and by the positive
homogeneity of (3), (13) can be satisfied. Uniqueness follows from Proposition
2.2(b). •
THEOREM 3.2. Let P e L2, e > 0 and a,b e (0, 1), a < b, be given. There exists
<5>0 such that, if Q e L2 satisfies \\P - Q\\2< d, then for all z e [a, b],
((a(z, P) - a(z, Q))2 + (j3(z, P) - /3(z, Q))2)i < e.
Proof. Set
6a(z) = sup {y e U: \a{z, P) - a{z, Q)\ <^VQeL2 such that ||P - Q||2< Y],
dp(z) = sup [ y e R : |/3(z, P) - |8(z, Q)\ < ^ y £ VQ e L2 such that \\P -Q\\2<y
and let us show that 61 = inf {da(z)\ z e[a, b]}>0. Then likewise 62 =
inf {dp(z): z e [a, b]} > 0 and by setting d = min {6ly 82} the theorem is proved.
By way of contradiction, suppose that ^(z,-)—»0 for a sequence (z,) c [a, b].
Then zy-—»z e [a, b] for a subsequence. By Theorem 2.5 there exists v > 0 such
that \a(z, P) - a{z, Q)\ < V2e/4 for all Q e L2 such that ||P - Q\\2 < v and for all
z e (z - v, z + v). Consequently for those z and Q
|or(z, Q) - <x(z, P)\ ^  \a(z, Q) - a{z, P)\ + \a(z, P) - a(z, P)\<~-
Hence <5a(z) = v > 0 for all ze(z — v,z + v). This is in contradiction to the
assumption. •
Remark 1. T(Q) is unbounded on both sides. More precisely limz^0+ oc(z, Q)
= oo and limz_i- j3(z, Q) = <». In fact
lim \\zQz\\l= lim f z2e(z*)2d;t= lim z [Qiy)2dy = 0,
2^0 + 2—0+Jo 2^0+ J0
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then by (10) and Theorem 2.5 lim z2a(z, Q) = JT2. Thus lim a(z, Q) = °° and
similarly lim /3(z, Q) =». 2^0+ z-*0+
z-»i-
Remark 2. Recall that <*(., <2) is strictly decreasing, fi{., Q) is strictly
increasing and lim a(z, Q) = k\{Q). Hence there exists a continuous and strictly
decreasing function rj: (lx{Q), o°)-»R such that r(<2) = {(or, r}(a)): ae
THEOREM 3.3. 77iere era? an open interval J c (A^g), A3(<2)) and a ^-function
r j : / ^ R «<dt rArt r (G) n (A^g), A3(G)) x (A^g), A3(G)) = {(«, »j(a)): « e / } .
/ / M(a-, /?) e //J denotes the solution of (3) and (13), then
||w(a, rj(ar)) |||
Proof. By the result of C. A. Stuart [4] the theorem is true for Q =0 and it
generalises easily to g e Cx([0, 1]). If g e L2, then there exist Q(n) e C\[0, 1]),
n = 1, 2, . . . such that | |g - g(n)| |2->0 as n^oo. By Remark 2 there exist open
intervals / a (XX{Q), A3(g)), /„ c (A^g^*), A3(g(n))) and continuous functions r?:
J^U, r]n:Jn^U such that r ( g ) n (A:(g), A3(g))2= {(a-, rj(a)): a- e /} and
r(G(B)) n (A^gW), A3(2W))2 = {(or, r/n(a)): or e /„}, n = 1, 2, . . . By [4] the r,n
are of class C1. Let w(a, r?(ar)), Mn(ar, r\n{a)) e Hi denote the solutions of (3) and
(13) for Q, respectively for g w ; then
\\un{«, r/B(or)
(14)
Note that -oo< r/^(a/)<0 for all aeJn, n = 1,2, ... Define the change of
variables a = 1/V5(a - j3), $ = l/^2(a + P); then for a (^-function /3(ar),
satisfying — oo</3'(ar) <0 , the derivative transforms as follows:
a n d
Set u{&) = u(a, r](a)), un{&) = un(a, r]n(a)), n-1,2,..., then (14) is equiv-
alent to
Note that (14) does not depend upon the particular normalisation of un. Fix c < 0
and normalise u* by (11) for all n. Since u~ matches u*, the u~ are normalised in
the same way with the same constant c. By the Lebesque Dominated Conver-
gence Theorem, Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 3.2
fi(&) - fi(&0) = lim (*)„(&) - fin(&0)) = lim J fi'n(s) ds = j (lim ^ ( s ) ) ds
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for all a, a0 such that a(&, fl(a)), a(&0, fl(a0)) eJ. Again by Lemma 2.6 the
integrand of the last formula is continuous and hence fj is of class C1.
Differentiating fj and passing to the original coordinates proves the theorem. •
We summarise the results of this section in the following corollary using the
notation of Theorem 3.3.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let Q, Q(n) e L2 be such that \\Q - g(n) | |2-»0 as n^^and let
I c (X1(Q), A3(<2)) be a compact interval. There exists an integer n0 such that
i}-\iQ )> ^(Q )) ^  I for all n> n0 and lim \\rj — Tjn\\ci^ = 0.
4. An example
Given a e (0, 1) and p eU, set
G(x) = f° for «[0,fl]
*
K)
 \p for xe(a,i\.
We have
(M(Q)u, v) = - f (u(x)v(x))'Q(x)dx =pu(a)v(a) for all u, v eHi,
Jo
and we are concerned with the multiplication by the Dirac delta distribution up to
the factor p. For z e [a, 1), (5) and (6) take the form
f u'(x)v'(x)dx+pu(a)v(a) = a\ u(x)v{x) dx for all v e H&0, z) (15)
Jo Jo
[ u'{x)v'{x) dx = p\ u{x)v{x) dx for all v e Hl0{z, 1) (16)
Jz Jz
and for z e(0, a] the situation is similar. We describe the set T(Q) =
{(a(z, Q), P(z,Q))eM.2:ze (0, 1)} near the value z = a. We fix p for the time
being, omit the variable Q and set a(z) — a(z, Q) and /3(z) = /3(z, Q). It is easily
seen that a(a) = n2/a2, thus by the continuity of a(-), a(z) > 0 for z near a.
Hence the first eigenfunction of (15) must take the form
isin Vax for i e [0, a]sinV^a rT=- -sinvo'U— x) for xe(a,z\.sinVa(z - a)
To determine the dependence of a on z and p, note that by (8)
f'(a+)-f'(a-)-pf(a) = 0, (17)
or
- V# sin\fa a ctg Va(z — a) — Va-cos Va a — p sin \foc a = 0.
For (a, z) near (jt2/a2, a) this relation is equivalent to finding zeros of
F(a, z) = (ptgVaa + Va) tg V»(z - a) + Va tg \[aa.
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Note that F(n2/a2, a) = 0. Let Fa, Fz, Faz, . . . denote the partial derivatives of F.
One verifies that
n
2
 \ a , ^(n2 \ JI2
Fa{-2,a)=- and Fz^,a)=-2.
By the Implicit Function Theorem there exists a Cx-function (p(z) such that
<p(a) = Jt2/a2 and F((p(z), z) = 0 for z near a. In particular a(z) = <p{z) for z ^  a
and a'(a+) = <p'{a) = -2n2la3. Concerning (16), one has /?(z) = JI2/(1 - zf for
z e [a, 1). By Theorem 3.3 there exists an open interval J a U and a C^function
rj: / - » R such that r ( g ) D (Aj(Q), A3(e))2 = {(or, jj(or)): or e / } ; that is to say
rj(ar(z)) = /3(z) for z e [a, 1). In particular
or
Let us turn to the second derivatives. From Fa<p' + Fz = 0 we deduce that
Faacj>'2 + 2Fza<t>' + Fzz + Fa<t>" = 0 ,
JT3 = F7l[Faa + 2Fza{<i>rl + Fzz(<t>')-21
By straightforward calculation
In2 \ _ a3
aa\a2' ) ~ 4JZ2'
, In2
za\a2' \ -
 UP
 + 1/ 2 F (
n2
zz\a2
Consequently
6n2 a6 2n2 a5 /3 ap
( l -a ) 4 4 ; r 4 ( l -a) 3 j r 4 V4 2
2x\\- of n\\-ay"
To calculate the limit at the right, recall the identity r\'\a) = -(r]'(a))3 X
(?7~1)"(?/(ar)) where rj~l denotes the inverse of rj. By a symmetry argument it is
easily seen that {r]~l)"((n2l{l-a)2)~) is obtained from r}"((jt2/a2)~) replacing a
by 1 — a. Hence
(1-a)'
a ^3 (1 -0 )^ (1-a)6;
\l-a) V 2ji2a4
This implies that r\ is of class C2 near a = ^r2/a2 and
3a5 aS
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p « 0
Figure 1
The second term of this formula is the contribution of the Dirac distribution.
Note that t]"(ji2/a2) > 0 if and only if p > - —— -, which for T(Q) yields the
diagram in Figure 1. 2a(l - a)
Finally we investigate T(Q) under the limits p —> ±<». Fix z0 e (a, 1) and define
ao(p) = a(z0, Q), Po(p) = j8(zo, (?)• Note that fi0 is constant, a0 is continuous
and strictly increasing. It is easy to see that ao(p)<0 for sufficiently negative p.
In this case the solution of (15) takes the form
sh V— ax
fix) =\ sh
for x e [0, a]
aa
- sh V— a (z0 — x) for x e (a, z0].
By (17),
-tf« th V~-a(z0 - a) - V-ach V-aa -p sh V~-aa - 0
and it follows that lim ao(p) = -oo. On the other hand ao(p) > 0 for large p,
then again by (17)
- Vo-ctg Va(z0 - a) -Vactg Vaa -p = 0.
Thus by the monotony of a0, lim ao(p) = min n
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